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Choosing a Topic for Your Study
First, decide what kind of study you'd like to conduct in order to draw connections between
texts. For example, you can choose one of the following:
•
•

•

choose one book to focus on closely to examine messages, ideologies, and authorial
choices; if you choose a single book to study, your research question might follow this
pattern: “how does XXX function in YYY” (which we will talk a bit more about in class)
compare two related texts, seeking to understand how they approach an idea in
similar and different ways; if you choose two books, you’ll primarily compare and
contrast the ways they approach a particular idea or utilize certain literary devices
look for patterns across a group of texts in a certain genre or category, or a group of
texts by a single author; most students who study picture books select this option

Keep in mind, the kind of study you do may affect the type of project you decide to create later
in the semester.
Next, choose the texts to be the focus of your study. You must also select at least one text
you’ve read on your own (separate from class readings)—please see the list of suggested
related texts or contact Dr. Meeusen for approval of another text. Remember, your analysis
must be original, so while you may engage major themes and ideas from class, you must share
a new opinion/analysis instead of simply repeating what we have said in class.
Then, decide what specific topic or idea you will examine closely in the books you have
chosen. This could include studying authorial choices, rhetorical strategies, ideologies,
representations of culture, use of genre conventions, interaction with a particular theory,
historical or cultural context, portrayals of gender, race, sexuality, disability, or class, etc.
While you may choose any topic for your focus, your analysis will require you to make an
observation about the texts you are studying and support you opinion or interpretation
related to this observation. We will talk about possible topics during class, but feel free to
alter these to fit your interests or explore a new concept or idea.

Writing Your Analysis
After deciding on your topic of interest and doing research about it, write an analysis that
shows your interpretation of the topic or books you have selected. Your analysis is your
opinion, but it is an opinion based on your research and careful study of the books that form
the basis of your project.
1. At the top of the page, state your research question, which is the specific question that

you investigated in your close reading of the book(s)/movie/etc. Your question should
reflect a narrow topic that is the focus of your study; it should reflect the concept that

drove your study, but it should also allude to why exploring such a question matters—a
strong research question is one that has weight and significance to scholarly study because
its answer will reveal something important you have discerned about a text or set of texts.
Strong research questions can be answered with research but also do not have simple
answers. Make sure your question could be used to open up discussion or debate.
2. In 750-1000 words, offer your specific, succinct, and thoughtful answer to the research

question-- your analysis or interpretation about the idea you have chosen to research.
Remember, your analysis should draw connections, either by applying a critical
perspective to a text or exploring the complexity of a commonality between texts, showing
that you can explore your topic or apply a concept to more than one example.

3. In your analysis, highlight at least four detail-driven points of evidence from the

primary texts that you are focusing on. These supporting details, quotes, or examples
should be from the books you are studying, and the are crucial in proving your opinion is
based in specific, focused observations and details in the text. Typically, supporting
details include an in-text MLA citation from the primary text you are describing/quoting.

What is an Analysis? How Do I Answer my Research Question?
Your analysis should provide an interpretation: a theory/explanation of what something
means and an opinion you can support with evidence. This evidence might be specific
examples and/or quotes from your primary texts.
Interpretation offers more than an observation, however, but also an analysis of why what you
have observed matters. For example, you might focus on what particular details and authorial
choices in the book(s) reveal about your topic, you might track patterns across texts, or you
might discuss implicit ideologies or messages that a text or texts send about society. Your
analysis should offer a unique insight, original idea, innovative approach, or new way of
looking at the primary texts you are discussing. In short, you should point out something
you've noticed in your study that would not be easily observed by everyone and explain why
what you have noticed is important to a deeper understanding of literature for young people.
In your analysis, highlight at least four detail-driven points of evidence from the primary
texts that you are focusing on. These supporting details or examples are crucial in proving
your opinion is valid or demonstrating the credibility of your analysis. If you use quotes to
reference primary texts, cite these in MLA.

Due Dates and Feedback
You have the choice to receive written or verbal feedback on this assignment. If you wish to
receive written feedback (notes on your essay and summative written comments/grade), your
essay is due Tuesday, March 1st (3830) or Wednesday, March 2nd (3840). If you instead wish
to receive feedback about your essay during a conference, at which time the instructor will
share her commentary on your work with you in-person, your essay is due on Thursday,
March 3rd (3830) or Friday, March 4th (3840). Please bring a paper copy of your analysis to
class on the given due date (Friday 3840 submissions emailed as PDF). If you prefer written
feedback, please use double space; if you have signed up for a conference, please use single
space.

